MOMEN DAN KOPEL

Mengetahui dan memahami maksud dari
momen gaya, momen kopel, dan cara
memindah gaya

Apa yang dipelajari sekarang ?

The moment of a force about a point provides a measure of the
tendency for rotation (sometimes called a torque).

Apa itu momen gaya ?

counter-clockwise depending on the tendency for rotation.

In 2-D, the direction of MO is either clockwise or

As shown, d is the perpendicular distance from point O to the
line of action of the force.

In the 2-D case, the magnitude of the moment is
Mo = F d

MOMENT IN 2-D (continued)
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and the direction is
counter-clockwise.

MO = F d

As shown, d is the
perpendicular distance
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Solution: + Fy = - 40 cos 20° N
+ Fx = - 40 sin 20° N
+ MO = {-(40 cos 20°)(200) + (40 sin 20°)(30)}N·mm
= -7107 N·mm = - 7.11 N·m

CCW = (+)
CW = (-)

2) Determine MO using
scalar analysis.

Plan: 1) Resolve the force
along x and y axes.

Find: The moment of the
force at O.

Given: A 40 N force is
applied to the wrench.

Example 1

MO = (FY a) – (FX b)

Often it is easier to
determine MO by using the
components of F as shown.

b

Moment in 2-D

= 1160 N·m

+ MA = {(400 cos 20°)(2) + (400 sin 20°)(3)} N·m

2) Determine MA using scalar analysis.

Fx = -400 sin 20° N

Fy = -400 cos 20° N
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Solution

EXAMPLE 2 (continued)

1) Resolve the force along x and y axes.

Plan:

Find: The moment of the
force at A.

Given: A 400 N force is
applied to the frame
and = 20°.

EXAMPLE 2

· A d=3m

F = 10 N

B) (R, S)

D) (Q, S)

A) (Q, P)

C) (P, R)

PQ

R

S

2. If a force of magnitude F can be applied in four different 2-D
configurations (P,Q,R, & S), select the cases resulting in the
maximum and minimum torque values on the nut. (Max, Min).

D) (10/3) N·m E) 7 N·m

A) 10 N·m B) 30 N·m C) 13 N·m

1. What is the moment of the 10 N force
about point A (MA)?

CONCEPT QUESTION

3m P 2m

5N

3. Using the CCW direction as positive, the net moment of the
two forces about point P is
A) 10 N ·m B) 20 N ·m C) - 20 N ·m
D) 40 N ·m E) - 40 N ·m

10 N

Apa itu momen kopel ?

Here r is any position vector from the line of action of
–F to the line of action of F.

MO = r ⋅ F (using a vector analysis).

MO = F d (using a scalar analysis) or as

The moment of a couple is defined as

A couple is defined as two
parallel forces with the same
magnitude but opposite in
direction separated by a
perpendicular distance d.

Moment of a Couple

B

A torque or moment of 12 N · m is required to rotate the wheel.
Which one of the two grips of the wheel above will require less
force to rotate the wheel?

A

Problem Solving
A

12 = F 0.3
F = 40 N
F = 30 N

M=Fd
12 = F 0.4

M=Fd

B

Problem Solving (2-D)

F = 300 N.

P = 500 N and

From the definition of a
couple

4) Equate the net moment to zero to find d.

d = (1000 – 60 sin 30º) / (300 cos 30º) = 3.96 m

Now solve this equation for d.

+ M = - (500)(2) + (300 cos 30º)(d) + (300 sin 30º)(0.2) = 0

2) Resolve the 300 N force in x and y directions.

3) Determine the net moment.

It was given that the net moment equals zero. So

Resolve the 300 N force into vertical and horizontal
components. The vertical component is (300 cos 30º) N and
the horizontal component is (300 sin 30º) N.

Solution:

1) Use definition of a couple to find P and F.

PLAN:

Find: The magnitudes of the forces
P and F and the distance d.

Given: Two couples act on the
beam. The resultant couple is
zero.

PROBLEM SOLVING - SCALAR

C) F2 ⋅ r1 D) r2 ⋅ F2

A) r1 ⋅ F1 B) r2 ⋅ F1

2. F1 and F2 form a couple. The moment
of the couple is given by ____ .

F2

r1

F1
r2

D) two forces of equal magnitude acting in opposite directions.

C) two forces of equal magnitude acting in the same direction.

B) two forces of equal magnitude.

A) two forces in the same direction.

1. In statics, a couple is defined as __________ separated by a
perpendicular distance.

CONCEPT QUESTION

C) 80

A) 50
D) 100

B) 60
3

1m 2m

50 N

3. A couple is applied to the beam as shown. Its moment
equals _____ N·m.
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Several forces and a
couple moment are
acting on this vertical
section of an I-beam.
Can you replace them
with just one force and
one couple moment at
point O that will have
the same external
effect? If yes, how will
you do that?

Apa itu memindah gaya ?

The two force and couple systems are called equivalent systems
since they have the same external effect on the body.

When a number of forces and couple moments are acting on a
body, it is easier to understand their overall effect on the body if
they are combined into a single force and couple moment having
the same external effect

=

AN EQUIVALENT SYSTEM

Equivalent Force – Couple Systems

Moving a force from point A to O (as shown above) requires
creating an additional couple moment. Since this new couple
moment is a “free” vector, it can be applied at any point P on the
body.

Equivalent Force – Couple Systems

Moving a force from A to O, when both points are on the
vectors’ line of action, does not change the external effect.
Hence, a force vector is called a sliding vector. (But the
internal effect of the force on the body does depend on
where the force is applied).

If the force system lies in the x-y plane (the 2-D case), then the
reduced equivalent system can be obtained using the following
three scalar equations.

Equivalent Force – Couple Systems

3) Shift the FRA to a distance d such that d = MRA/FRy

1) Sum all the x and y components of the forces to find FRA.
2) Find and sum all the moments resulting from moving each
force to A.

Plan:

Find: The equivalent resultant force
and couple moment acting at
A and then the equivalent
single force location along
the beam AB.

Given: A 2-D force and couple
system as shown.

Problem Solving (2-D)

FR

d = MRA/FRy = - 10.56/(-50.31) = 0.21 m.

The equivalent single force FR can be located on the
beam AB at a distance d measured from A.

= - 10.56 N.m

- 20(0.6) + 25(0.3)

+ MRA = - 35 cos30° (0.2)

= - 50.31 N

+  FRy = - 20 - 35 cos 30°

FR = ( 42.52 + (-50.31)2 )1/2 = 65.9 N
= tan-1 ( 50.31/42.5) = 49.8 ° (Kw IV)

d

= 42.5 N

+  FRx = 25 + 35 sin 30°

Problem Solving (2-D)

